
Zelvo Compact 505
Technický dřez vyroben z Polypropylenu (termoplastický polymer) neboli
tvrzeného plastu. Ideální dřez do technických místností, chatek, ale i jako

výlevka.

EAN: 5903111172114
1 730 Kč

1 430 Kč excluding VAT

EAN: 5903111172091
1 730 Kč

1 430 Kč excluding VAT

EAN: 5903111172107
1 730 Kč

1 430 Kč excluding VAT

The prestigious Polish company Zelvo specializes in the production of technical sinks and castings for a
wide range of industrial uses. These are very high-quality sinks at an affordable price.

The technical sink Compact 505 by Zelvo  is made of Polypropylene (thermoplastic polymer), also
known as hardened plastic. This type of sink is suitable mainly for cellar spaces, workshops, garages,
gardens, and all technical and cleaning rooms, as well as production halls, as a drain where traditional
kitchen sinks are not required.

Compact 505 sink is mounted to the wall, therefore a countertop is not necessary. The sink can
also be placed in a kitchen unit (top-mounted). It is also possible to drill a hole for a faucet or a dispenser
for soap. The package includes mounting screws, a siphon, an overflow, a drain, a plug, and a connection
for a dishwasher.

The sink has become a very popular and sought-after type. If you are looking for a durable, stylish,
plastic sink, with wall mounting, suitable for the garden or any technical purpose, the Compact in three
color variants is the right choice for you.

Among the main advantages of the material used for the production of Polypropylene are resistance to
extremely high temperatures, low temperatures. The surface prevents rusting, cracking. Resistance to
impacts or mechanical damage.



Key features of the ZELVO COMPACT 505 technical sink

we offer the sink in the colors white, gray, and black
Compact 505 has an extended 5-year warranty.
made of Polypropylene, also known as hardened plastic
optimal choice for technical rooms, garages, garden houses, production halls
The technical sink is resistant to extremely high and low temperatures.
The surface prevents rusting, cracking.
Resistance to impact/mechanical damage
ideal depth of the bathtub 18.5 cm
Easy-clean technology
Robustness
space for drilling a hole for a dispenser and for a sink faucet

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Assembly brackets
Release.
Assembly instructions
Robbery



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Single sink
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Without orientation
Sink material: Polypropylene
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 50 cm
Sink mounting type: On the wall.
Sink style: Technical sinks
Drain the sink.: 5 cm
Product TARIC code: 39221000
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: No
Pre-drilled hole for: No
Possibility to drill another hole: Yes
Warranty: 5 years
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 28.5
The length of the bathtub: 36
Depth of the bathtub: 18.5
Minimum width of the cabinet: 50
Round sink: No
The average size of the basin.: No
Sink dimensions (cm)
Width of the sink: 34.5
Sink length: 50.5
Sink depth: 18.5
Sink weight (kg): 3
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 36
Height of the packaging: 53
Depth of the packaging: 26.6
Weight including packaging (kg): 3.3



  

  

  

  

  


